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The four themes used in this class: 

1. Man’s relationship to self 

Sometimes we are faced with making decisions that will determine our lives and who we 
are for the rest of our lives. Those are rarely easy. 

2. Man’s relationship to the community / society 

The community (government, family, courts, etc.) may ask us to do something that we 
don’t agree with, or want to do because it may compromise our values. 

3. Man’s relationship to Nature 

People are affected by weather, natural disasters, forces that may be out of the control 
of human beings, and we may struggle to fight against it. 

4. The role of undeserved suffering in the human condition 

As applied to above, people suffer when affected by weather, natural disasters, etc. 

“Relationship” can be seen in many examples as conflict with self / society / Nature. 

Man applies to both men and women- it’s “Man” in the general sense of the word. 

 
Short write papers and general tips to writing a good paper 

 These should not try to summarize the work. Incorporate the necessary points as 
examples which support your own opinions about the topic. 

 Finally, these response papers may introduce ideas that you may choose to develop 
for your 4-5 page midterm and final papers. However, they do not require 
elaboration for the purpose of these assignments. 

 The most valuable thing you can bring to a paper is your point of view. Honesty, 
therefore, is highly valued. I will be grading your paper not on whether I agree with 
you, but on how well you presentation your ideas. That is based on what evidence 
(quotes, analysis, etc.):  whether or I as the reader see where you’re coming from is 
up to you. 

 Keep in mind that all papers are opinion papers; however, there is a specific format 
you must follow when presenting your ideas for this assignment and for longer 
papers. Make sure to quote and source ideas and words that aren’t your own. 

 Spelling is important because it affects the writer's credibility.  The same can, 
obviously, be said about grammar. 


